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President’s Memo
Aftab ul Islam, FCA
President, American Chamber of Commerce in Bangladesh

Aftab ul Islam
Bangladesh, an emerging tiger
of South Asia, has been drawing
a growing attention of the
international community. The past
success stories of Bangladesh has
forceful and positive implications
for all Bangladeshis and for
the entire global community.
Entrepreneurs of Bangladesh has
earned global reputation, and
made an impressive mark wherever
they had the opportunity to work.
Millions of Bangladeshi people
around the globe are working
as unofficial ambassadors for
Bangladesh. Life expectancy in
Bangladesh has increased by
ten years, infant mortality has
declined by nearly two thirds,
female literacy has doubled, and
economic growth averaged close
to 6% annually. Bangladesh’s most
glorious achievements in Ready
Made Garments (RMG) Sector has
been highly remarkable, placing
Bangladesh as the world’s second
largest RMG exporter after China.
Although the challenges of poor
infrastructure, slow bureaucracy,

corruption and unpredictability
have been continuing to remain
the major roadblock on our
required rapid progress, still the
opportunities
in
Bangladesh
are enormous, as viewed by the
noted scholars and thinkers of
the country, which has also been
often underpinned by the global
friends of Bangladesh. A middle
income status, a dream of the
people of Bangladesh could only
be established by increasing its
productive capacity, by which its
citizens could enjoy a high quality
life style, improved education, and
modern communication facilities.

development. Bangladesh has
been blessed with many world
class scholars, social and political
thinkers, economists, etc., but
again unfortunately could not
yet develop a widely acceptable
formula
or
mechanism
to
hold a free, fair, participatory,
transparent, and moreover an
acceptable system of election.
As a result, the people of this
wonderful country has been
suffering from unending political
turmoil, violence, loss of lives and
properties, loss of image, loss of
enormous amount of possibilities
of economic development.

One of the serious difficulties
Bangladesh facing today is as to
how Bangladesh conducts its next
parliamentary election. In most
of the developed democracies,
election has been a routine
matter, election mechanisms
are designed and remain builtin in such a manner so that the
transfer of governmental powers
and responsibilities could occur
peacefully and transparently,
following each election after 4 or
5 years time frame. We can see this
wonderful mechanism even in
our neighboring country, India,
where the Election Commission is
all in all during the huge national
election
campaigning
and
conduction. But in Bangladesh
very unfortunately all kinds of
political turmoil and consequent
political confrontation become
the normal phenomenon, which
starts long before the election,
and brings uncertainties and
undesired tension in the country,
which in turn creates unwanted
barriers to needed economic

Bangladesh needs unhindered
and
sustainable
economic
development for the next
several
years
to
alleviate
poverty and ultimately to
ensure a decent living to its 160
million people. This requires
huge planning, huge work,
huge accommodation, huge
compromise, huge sacrifice and
right kind of education, and at
the moment a CREDIBLE and
ACCEPTABLE ELECTION for
all. Bangladesh must develop
necessary capacity to undertake
this mountainous job, which I
believe is only possible through
the united political will, and
strategic economic and social
vision for the nation.
Once again, I offer my sincere
greetings and appreciation to
AmCham Members, well-wishers
of AmCham for their continued
support and cooperation to
AmCham activities. Please enjoy
reading AmCham Journal July
2013 Issue.
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Social Business in Shaping our Future
Professor Muhammad Yunus
Chairman, Yunus Centre
Founder, Grameen Bank
(Remarks by Nobel Laureate Professor Muhammad Yunus delivered at AmCham Luncheon Meeting on July 8, 2013)

Professor Muhammad Yunus
It is good to be back. I think
AmCham, July and I have some
magic together. I keep coming
back in July. This is a good type of
coming back. This is good because
I feel comfortable being in the
company of very close friends
and that is what this gathering
is about; the friends who I don’t
have the fortune of meeting very
frequently but nonetheless we are
meeting each other and you feel
good in the company of these dear
friends because of the hostility
that goes around me all the time.
It is very comforting to be in the
midst of friends.
I was at Social Business Day the
other day and again it was a very
interesting gathering for us because
we start meeting people who are
involved in social business around
the world. You get a feeling of
solidarity and inspiration and that
spirit of inspiration prevails during
the day. I was very happy that many
of you were present on that day.

So, I thought AmCham can also
organize a Social Business Design
lab and invite people to come with
new ideas. If anybody wants to
invest in some of these ventures,
then let them do so. If nobody
does, then we will find investors

amount of investment is needed.
Then it becomes interesting.
Everybody has an idea and many
are interested in joining and
attending these social business
design labs, not only to present
ideas but also to support them. So
it is a kind of matchmaking. If you
have an idea and I am sure you
have lots of them, ideas on how
to solve problems in a business
way. Your main intention should
be how to solve a social problem;
making money should not your
main intention. If you can come
up with ideas, please send them to
us. You don’t have to come up and
present it to us if you don’t want
to, you can just send them to us.
We will go through the screening
process, we will find an investor,
and if you want to establish the
social business yourself then that
is fine. If you don’t want to run
it yourself then we would help to

from somewhere beyond these
closed door. People interested in
the projects can upload them on
our website saying this is a great
idea and to solve this problem X

find an entrepreneur who would
like to work on it. If it is a good
idea, then investors can be found.
I hope we can work something out
on that scope and make use of our

Coming to AmCham, it came to
mind that why don’t we invite
AmCham to get involved with
social business. During Social
Business Day, there was a segment
where 5 presentations were made
on social businesses that have
been implemented in reality.
These social businesses have been
generated through Yunus Centre’s
Social Business Design Lab. People
come to these labs with ideas and
ways on how to solve a problem
in a business way. During the
lab, they go through a kind of
screening process. We hold these
every month and many of these
ideas become a business very soon.
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time together to reach concrete
solutions.
Going back to Social Business
Day, many ideas were presented
there. One of the things that Aftab
(President of AmCham) asked me
about was ‘what was happening
in London city?’ because I was
talking about London on that
day. Starving people of the City
of London are becoming a big
problem. The person, who is
responsible for feeding those
hungry people in London, is
the Food Advisor to the Mayor
of London. She heard me speak
recently in a festival on the topic
of social business. There was a big
crowd, about 43 thousand people
for two weeks or something.
She realized she had picked up
something from me and tried
to contact me but I had left by
then. She was desperately trying
to contact me, so recently we met
in Glasgow and talked about it.
In the meantime, we exchanged
lots of emails and she mentioned
that there were lots of people
who couldn’t find food to eat. I
was shocked, because that’s not
the London I perceive. However,
she said it was true and that the
problem was that members in their
society were suddenly increasing.
So when I met her I asked her
why that was happening. Why
are people starving in a city like
London? I thought the whole of
Britain is covered with benefits,
so there was a source of regular
income there. She replied that
they did; they do get the cheque,
but the problem was, as it happens
in any bureaucracy, the amount is
fixed as benefits remain stable. But
in the meantime, prices went up
- food prices went up, electricity,
bus fares and everything went up.
People have to pay their rent, they
cannot skip or else they would be
thrown out. People have to pay
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for the travels they make and
that cannot be avoided. The only
thing that they can find to avoid
is their food because that is only
between you and your stomach.
The others are all between you
and somebody else. So gradually,
people start lining up for the free
food that is being provided. This
is how the problem is now being
attended to.
Why are we only focusing on
London? Why don’t we talk about
New York City? You’ll see the
same thing. Food management is
a common issue in all these cities.
How food distribution is done is
a big problem, how the church

does it is an elaborate procedure.
The idea of social business is, the
more you are distributing free
food the more you are avoiding
the main issue. The real issue is
the ability of people to find food
for themselves.
I am not saying that you stop the
free food. I am saying you first
create the capacity to let them
find the food for themselves, let
them use their own ways to find
food. That’s where the whole idea
of social business comes from. You
just do not distribute free things,
which is just as important. I am
not undermining the importance
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of this aspect, but every time
we do some sort of charity and
some sort of free distribution always remember that this is a
temporary solution. We have to
be extra serious about finding
a real solution. We have to find
a solution on how to get them
out of the temporary situation.
Politicians everywhere are focused
on the temporary solution. All you
have to do is get the bill passed in
the budget, write the cheque and
it’s done. But the other solution is
a very tough solution.
I got connected to Glasgow,
because of Glasgow Caledonian
University. The issue that comes

up repeatedly and we are trying to
find solutions for it, not the whole
solution, kind of finding the seed
of the solution - is the problem of
fourth generation unemployment
in Glasgow. When I first went
there a few years back and had
this discussion, I was shocked.
How can you have fourth
generation unemployment? Are
you saying none of them had
any employment throughout
generations? Yes, it was true they
never had any employment. I
asked how it happens and they
said that they give them charity,
they give them free cheques.

Social Business in Shaping our Future
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So they don’t have to work.
Work is difficult so why work?
So they remained unemployed
through one generation. As they
explained to me, one generation
of unemployed people started
after the closing of the Glasgow
ship industry. Glasgow thrived

stipulation of a zoo not a human
society. In a zoo, you keep animals,
you feed them and they dance
around and they make friends
with the visitors. But that’s not
real human; they are like animals
in the zoo, they are not even real
animals, the ones in the jungles

in ship building and suddenly
that industry went down. Japan,
Korea and China became ship
builders. No ship building was
left in Glasgow. So the industry
collapsed. Everybody was without
job, so the government gave them
charity or benefits or whatever
you want to call it. And ever since,
these families, generations after
generations were without work
and couldn’t get back on track
again. It is a combination of two
problems, one, they have to carry
them around with money and
also the government has to write
the cheques for them. The real
problem to me is that you have
destroyed the real human being.
They are no longer real human
beings. You have made them into
some living entities without any
real meaning to their lives. You
took away their essence of being
human beings. The essence of
human being is to stand up and
take care of themselves and take
care of others. I said this is a

take care of themselves. You have
done something similar to society
and turned it into a zoo of sorts.
This is an issue that comes back
again and again. Now it has
become more complicated. This
was a part of the discussion
during the Social Business Day,
the situation of unemployment
around Europe. It is becoming
more and more serious every day.
Spain is screaming its head off
because 48% of the young people
are unemployed. The whole society
is about to collapse in Spain. The
situation in Greece and Portugal
are all known. What’s not known
is again something that gave me
a little shock when I first heard.
Sweden, that’s not a country you
ever think that needs help because
they are taken as a model for all
kinds of things –the economy and
the society and all kinds of things.
They are going through a real crisis
right now. That’s what they were
explaining to me, the problem
of unemployment in Sweden.
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Government
representatives
explained to me that 20% of
the young people from the low
income families in Sweden are
unemployed. That rate is gradually
increasing. They have tried
everything according to textbooks
that they could. It’s not helping.
So they are looking towards social
business. They’ve been reading
about it and they have invited us
to come and help them address
the issue. So that’s a challenge for
us - to come up with ideas. I told
them that ideas have to come up
from them. We don’t come up
with the ideas. We can only help
conceptually. Let’s think of solving
it together, and experiment
in several ways on how to do
that through social business. So
formally they are inviting us to set
up our operations to address the
problems. Don’t start expecting
overnight miracles. Let us see how
it works and where it goes from
there. On the top things may looks
nice, but when we go inside, the
other side, world reveals itself.
Some other things, I was told
in Europe, in mainland Europe
there was fifth generation, eight
generation unemployment. It’s a
track of continuity we talked about
in Glasgow. It’s not Glasgow alone,
it’s again spread out. We need to do
something about it. All our ideas
and conceptual things are kind
of put in boxes. It’s very difficult
to take the things out of the box.
Sometimes those boxes look like
sealed boxes. One of those sealed
boxes, I keep referring back to is
multilateral development agencies.
They are very much sealed boxes
because whatever they have done
in the past they continue to do
it. In the meantime, the world
has changed but their policies or
actions or their structures have not
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changed. I realize this issue again
and again. I particularly focus on
World Bank. I said, ‘still you live in
the 60s’, you have not come down
to the 21st century yet. You have
to redesign and re-work yourself
into it and adjust yourself. The
world of 60’s are gone long back,
this is a completely new world,
where civil society is a vibrant
society, where the private sector
is a vibrant sector’. In the 60’s it
was the government, the newly
independent government you
are looking at. ‘Put the money in
the government they’ll solve all
the problems’, but still it’s all the
same. You don’t open yourself up
to the real part of human society
in all those countries, which is the
young people, civil society - the
NGO, private sector and those
kinds of things. So they have to
open up to them.
We have been talking to all the
inter-American banks and Asian
Development Bank. We didn’t
have much talk with the African
Development Bank. Somehow,
they are always kept outside our
discussions. We didn’t pay much
attention to it because it doesn’t
have a good image of doing
something dynamic in its history.
So we think it is a very slow
moving, slow adopting machinery
unlike others which have some
activity going on. But something
happened, and it was the African
Development Bank for the first
time, because of some miracle that
may have happened within the
organization, somebody within
that organization became really
committed to the social business
ideas and wanted to make that
big change and shook whole top
executives of the bank to rethink
about the whole thing. So, out of
that came an area of small opening
in the African Development Bank
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and we got involved with it. We
were invited to do something
about it. We took advantage of it
and now they are inviting us to
do something in a social business
way in several African countries
starting with Tunisia, Uganda,
and next is Egypt, Senegal, Togo
and Tanzania. It’s not the country
that is important for me, it’s the
fact that one of those institutions,
at least wanted to do something
about it and that is very important.
Soon I will be sitting down with
USAID in Washington, trying
something totally outside their
box, and get involved with social
business. So hopefully that will
bring them some good experience.
Hopefully; we don’t know yet. If it
does, probably it will affect their
thinking process and that will also
help.
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I kept saying that all the things
that happen in the world come
from the way we think, the way
we conceptualize things. Unless

beings do. This is only a part of
what human beings do. We are
not robots. We are human beings.
We can do things in our own way.
We are not only money making
people. We are also problem
solving people. We are also people
who are not selfish; our selflessness
doesn’t have to be blocked out
of our life. Once you open it up
you will be amazed to see how
much capacity you have been
containing in your life; in your
thinking which you never revealed
to yourself because you never got
the opportunity. Once you get the
opportunity you are a transformed
person. Nobody is beating you on
the head to change yourself. You
do it with joy and excitement and
enormous amount of happiness
and that’s what happens. That’s
what happened when we had
Social Business Day. One of the
people we had during the event was
Mr. Binod Chaudhury from Nepal.
I’m sure some of you are familiar
with him. He has totally become

that software of conceptualization
doesn’t change, we don’t change.
We behave the same way our
controlling software makes us
behave. Today that software has
made us into some kind of a
money making robot. I am not
against making money. I am saying
that is not the only thing human

interested in social business. He
has lots of money - enough to call
himself a successful businessman.
But then he felt like ‘what? What
am I supposed to do?’ And when
I explained to him the concept
of social business he got very
committed to it. Now he wants
to try other things. And another
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gentleman from Bangladesh also
got into the picture. He developed
a clear understanding of social
business had decided what he was
going to do for the rest of his life.
He said “I have enough money, money
is not my problem. I want to
protect this money that I have
from my children. I don’t want
to handover this money to my
children. They can do well on
their own. I have done it in
my own. I gave them a starting
and everything they need and
now they are happy with that.
They are not complaining.’’
So he came and asked me to tell
him all about social business.
“But you have to make sure
that you are on the right track;
make all the commitments.
This money should never
come back to my family in any
way. It will always be used and
re-used again and again in your
area of work.”

I was amazed. I found somebody
saying and asking for assurance
that his money shall never come
back to his family.
“I will make sure my children
cannot touch this money or
anybody in my next generation
or next generation claim this
money this is absolutely clear.”
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I said ‘I will get the best lawyer in
the country, find out how to do
that, and I will be very good at
that.’
So this comes out once you see
the results and you see the things
happening and so on. So that’s
the idea that we have been trying
to promote and I’m very happy
that many people, academics very difficult to penetrate into the
academics mind, but somehow
they are also opening up. Offering
courses, creating chairs of social
business, creating institutions of
social business and it keeps on
multiplying.
So this is a happy experience for
me. And I was mentioning to
Aftab, again as we are sitting down,
that I was writing to someone in
Moscow, he just wrote to me and
I was asking him there is a social
business day here, we are hoping
that you will be here, he said I
planned to come but this year I

decided not to come to the social
business day, because we will have
a social business day in Moscow,
Saint Petersburg. So, we had a big
celebration of social business in
Saint Petersburg and in Moscow.
And you will be very happy to
know that so many businesses and
ideas are already working that we
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are preparing for many more ideas
to come. So next year I will come
and bring all the experiences we
have and present it during Social
Business Day in Dhaka because by
that time, I’m sure, they will be
able to organize it by themselves.
They would not need me, I’d
rather be in Dhaka, and let them
celebrate it in Saint Petersburg and
Moscow and other cities. So this
is something very inspiring that
people have given an idea, jumped
in to do things and I hope that we
can all try it out. You don’t have
to get convinced right away, but
testing it and trying it is no harm.
There are lots of things you can do
but this is one thing you can try.
I will conclude by talking about
the hostile environment that I’m
going through that you see in the
press, almost every day. We are
building a very extremely hostile
environment for the last two and
a half years. Attack after attack
after attack. But this time, some
recommendations were put for
discussion in a workshop on July
2. Those recommendations were
printed in the newspapers and
publicized on television. It’s an ugly
picture, the game, and a heinous
attempt to destroy an organization
which stood by itself for all these
years. We didn’t depend on anybody
else; it’s a self-reliant organization,
Grameen Bank, which doesn’t take
anybody’s money. It is owned by
poor women, run by their money.
The government says they are going
to take it over. The government
says that they will split it into 19
pieces. It says it will make it into
a Shilpa Bank - industrial bank.
They say that they will make it into
Palli Bidyut Samity. My God! How
dare they say that? What kinds of
mind works behind it? I cannot
understand it.
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So I thought I must let people know.
I wrote a piece explaining what this
means. It is a total destruction of
the most prestigious, most efficient

organization in this country. We
take pride in it. It is an organization
built by poor women, and their
own money, run by their own
representatives, and government
wants to take it over? What kind
of government is this? So I invited
everybody to stand up and say no
to everything. I hope the politicians
will understand the arithmetic. 8.4
million borrowers are all citizens of
this country. They are adult people
and as a result they are voters in
this country. So I said, at least for
your own political future, at least
think what it means. I mean, you
take away from them and they
look at you and go back and cry? I
said, ‘those days are gone.’ Women
in Bangladesh are no longer the
crying babies of the country, they
are fighting people, they fought
and created this institution, and
they are not going to let anyone
take it away from them. No way. So
I hope they wake up, I hope they
understand what it means.
We
must
protect
Grameen
Bank together, whoever we are,
wherever we are, protect together
the institution and the idea
behind it. We must take pride

AmCham
that we protected it for the next
generations and they can also take
the same pride that we take today.
Thank you very much.
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your legal framework that you
are never going to take dividend
except recouping the money that
has been invested. Whatever
money we have invested we
are entitled to withdraw it for
ourselves. Otherwise no further
dividend will be taken by us.
That’s the only thing you promise
yourself - that’s all. The company
is created to solve problems, and
you go ahead and satisfy yourself
and solve the problem you are
solving, not satisfying some
agency somewhere else.

Q: You suggest social business, do
you think this pragmatic approach
will help us, or will develop some
bureaucratic angle, that will create
bottlenecks for us? Thank you.

Q: I was very fortunate to write
a case study as a student on
Grameen Bank, where I started the
paper with Sahara Khatun the first
loanee of Grameen Bank and the
legacy went on and you got the
first Nobel Prize and now you are
heading for your second Nobel
Prize with social business. That’s

A: Let me quickly answer this
simple one, and then we will
take a bunch of questions. We
go through the same registration
procedure like any other public
company
but
the
owners
themselves decide that they are
not going to take any dividends.
It is their decision. It has nothing
to do with the government or
the registry. You declare it in

an inspiration we Bangladeshi’s
aspire for. I have heard some
fundamental issues I want to share
with you, I am very honored to
find you and to be able to speak.
My first question is when you asked
about the poor people all around
the world I think what really
driven Grameen and the social
business model is the need of the
people needs to be addressed, so

Q/A Session
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what I saw was that the economy
is a complex thing, we talk about
growth, we talk about economic
growth, mathematical studies talk
about the 10% of the economy
becomes richer faster than the poor

people becomes rich and that’s a
basic mathematical model we talk
about, I mean we do not see the
poor getting emancipated by the
growth of the economy all the
time, it’s a very complex system, I
cannot go get the details now, but
my question to you would be, as a
business model, two fundamental
things, one is, how do I keep the
integrity of Jesus or someone very
unique I mean, I will not take any
profit, the profit rise my people,
the western world kept this and
what happened, they became
bankrupt, a lot of this big banks
have become bankrupt because,
short term profit measures, the rich
become rich very quickly and that
is what drove them away from the
system, but in social business I see
you talked about plough back the
profit, how do I keep the model in
a sustainable manner I see these
quote unquote people with high
values are working day in day out
and not getting into the loophole
of corporate spirals, keeping
themselves honest, that is my
first question to you. The second

AmCham
would be the follow up on that,
how do you see as a Bangladeshi
there is a tremendous challenge
to be achieved, millennium
development goal, Jeev Anil has
said Bangladesh will be among the
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that can be a part of the social
business answer that Mainuddin
was looking for, thank you.
Q: Where do you see the role of
traditional non profits, which are
not social businesses interacting
with social businesses and along
the spectrum of nonprofit and
for profit, would you see them as
usually exclusive, would you see
them as one better than the other
and how should they interact
with one another, thank you.

11 tigers, Asian tigers, like he has
talked about, how can Bangladesh
achieve 8000 to 9000 dollars to
become a middle income country
by 2021, I think these are the
causes, we are all here with you but
we need to see some concrete areas,
to work and build Bangladesh.
Thank you very much.

Q: We in the US understand,
and I think the US government
also partly shares it, most of the
NGOs in the US quite frankly talk
about it, that there is a complete
disconnect among the Bangladeshi
businessmen and their workers
and the word they are using
now, is the aspect of Bangladeshi
entrepreneurs with the amount
of respect they develop towards
their workers I think that’s
where the disconnect is, is there
anything you can suggest on how
the industry can look up to their
workers with respect because, we

Q: One of my extensions to the
previous question, for example
Aga Khan network has got the
social business activities, may be
professor can look into it, and
highlight those things, may be

in the US believe that the issues of
trade preference and Professor you
are a witness to one of the state
hearings about a decade ago and
you are the lone witness from the
Asian continent and that made
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us proud again, that was 12 years
ago before you won the nobel
prize, can you give us any idea, or
thoughts about how Bangladeshi
businessmen can develop respect
towards their workers, because
I think that’s a key, if people
out here, begin to look to their
workers with respect the issues
with the GSP will just disappear.
GSP will come to your doors here
in Bangladesh. Thank you.
A: Thank you very much. How
do you find people who invest
in social business? Where do you
find people who in their sane
minds will put their money into
something where you don’t make
money? Human beings are very
strange creatures. They think in
a very unpredictable way beyond
your conception of imagination.
One example that comes to my
mind is that people go to the top of
the Everest and some Bangladeshis
have gone up there. One even
died. Recently, last month, girls,
young girls went up there. Every
year, hundreds of people climb
up there and a large number of
people die up there. But still they
go there, even the people, who
don’t have limbs. Old people will
try, blind people go. Why do they
go up there? Is some profit waiting
there? Or chunks of gold waiting
there that they can pick up? That’s
how people behave. They will find
something and work on it to bring
joy and success.
Usually the way I try to present
it is, I say making money is
happiness, the more you make the
happier you are. But making other
people happy is super happiness.
So it’s a competition between two
happiness’s. Which one do you
want? If you say that you don’t
want to make people happy, that
you are very happy making money.
I say you never tested it, you
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cannot judge something without
testing it. That is the invitation I
just made a few minutes back. If
you test it and you get the answer
to super happiness, then maybe
that is what you want to do for
the rest of your life. You’ll forget
about making money. You are
doing for bringing happiness. It’s
an unexplored territory for many
as I said. Our controlling software
is taking our mind into another
direction, it is not opening us up.
We need some correction in our
software so we can look in the

solve problems and it’s still not
8,000 - I will be very happy. 8,000
doesn’t mean anything to me, as
long as I solve the problems of
poverty and solve the problem of
unemployment, solve the problem
of healthcare, solve the problem
of environment, I’m okay. Who
cares about 8,000-9,000? So that’s
a different kind of story when you
say 8,000-9,000 middle income,
doesn’t mean anything for hungry
people in London and New York;
for people who are victims of loan
sharks charging 4,000-5,000%

other direction. So that’s what we
are concerned about now.

interest rate, so what do you get
out of that? So this is my way of
looking at it.

Why would Binod Chaudhury
get involved with social business?
He is a very strong man - a tough
businessman. Business is in his
blood. So why does he do that?
Why does the gentleman from
Bangladesh want to protect his
money from his children? He gave
enough to the children and now,
this money should never come
back. And why does he do that?
Is he going to make money out of
this? No. People behave in certain
ways so we have to explore that
territory. This is the exploration
process that we were talking about.
9,000-10,000 per capita income is
fine, that’s not my territory. My
territory is solving problems. If I

The Aga Khan Foundation, is
another example. People give
away money, that’s why they
create these foundations. You said
who in their right minds would
invest in these? People give away
big chunks of their money and
call these foundations, call these
trusts, all the time. This money is
gone; they are not going to get it
back again. So all I am saying is
invest, not gone away, whatever
I invest, I get the money back,
isn’t that a much easier job than
creating a foundation, creating a
trust or something? So if people
can give away, people can invest,
it exists. You made up something,

Social Business in Shaping our Future
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it’s very legitimate, and it’s easy,
much easier than giving away,
Zakaat we give away every year,
because Allah has ordered it,
but even without any religious
compulsion we give away. And

because their mind is still in that
mode, fixed. In nonprofits, it’s
very easy. Most of the projects
which come to us from the design
labs are from the nonprofit sector.

that’s how foundations and
charities are created. The Aga Khan
Foundation is a good example of
it. There are many foundations
that do excellent work, traditional
nonprofit versus social business.
This is a very big overlap. Most
of the creative ideas are coming
from the nonprofit sector, not
the business sector yet because
they have not changed their
minds. Nonprofit sectors have
dedicatedly worked on poverty,
unemployment,
healthcare,
social development. This is their
everyday work. All they have to
do now is be self reliant and make
sure it runs by itself. That’s what
the social business idea is about.
We don’t do nonprofit to make
money. We do it to serve people.
There is a very close connection
between nonprofit and the social
business. It’s a logical kind of
process. Nonprofit of the social
business, it’s much easier. Then
for profit to say, your investing,
I’m not going to get the money,
my rate of chances is zero doesn’t
make sense, it’s difficult for them

Trafficked women, how do you
design a social business for
trafficked women? This is one of
the projects that has been just
presented to us. How do you
solve the problems? Blind people,
how to make them active human
beings,
creative
productive
human beings - doing that can
be a social business. These ideas
were presented to us. Transgender;
how do we address the issue of

thing. The creative idea is the
most important thing. The NGO
sector has lots of those creative
ideas. And about the business
and the workers and the question
that Mr. Shabbir has presented,
yes it’s a very important issue
that you submitted because of
the Rana Plaza incident and the
whole country was so shocked,
something like this can happen
right in front of our eyes, day
after day we had to witness it. It’s
a trauma for the whole nation.
We asked ourselves very drastic
questions. Is this something that
we will forget a few days from now
or do we comeback with some
sorts of solutions? It is our national
duty to solve the problem. It’s
not what the US wants or what
somebody else wants, it’s our
national duty. We must resolve
this issue. We cannot walk away
from this. If some companies
want to walk away; and some
already did, I think TESCO went
away, Disney went out, they left.
So these are the two companies
that left. I keep telling them that
walking away from Bangladesh
is not an answer for them. Not
an answer for Bangladesh. I

transgender? How do we tackle the
issue in a social business way? In
social business it’s not the money
which is the most important

challenged them. I
businessmen and
don’t walk away.
take challenges and

said you are
businessmen
Businessmen
solve it. I ask
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you to come back and solve the
problem; you stay here and make
Bangladesh a very active place for
the entire garment sector of the
world. So that’s your duty and our
duty too. We will work together
and find the solution.

you have to make sure that the
last person is treated well. I keep
reminding them during the long
sessions with the CEOs group. I
said, ‘your responsibility is to make
sure that they have decent lives.’ I
said, ‘the only thing you have to

I talked to CEO of Walmart and
other companies. People have
the same message; they agree
and say it’s a wrong thing to
walk away. If we withdraw from
Bangladesh
today,
tomorrow
we will withdraw from Liberia
and the next day from Haiti and
that’s not business. Business is
to go ahead and come back and
tackle it and make it happen. We
work together. If the government
or the private sector doesn’t do
it, we will find the leadership so
that we can get it done. There
are a few things I proposed in
writing that was published in
newspaper, of which one was the
international minimum wage. You
are suggesting that businessmen
here should be responsible, I
agree, but global businessmen
have to be responsible too. It’s
not the responsibility of the few
people here. They belong to your
ecosystem; I am talking to the
CEOs of the big companies. Don’t
say that this is a Bangladesh thing.
This is a global business. It’s your
world, it’s your ecosystem, and

do is follow a principle that we all
have to adopt. No exploitation in
our business. This is ours because
this is a global business, not a
Bangladeshi business where they
can do whatever they want. It’s our
business, meaning the company
who are buying, it’s our business,
and absolutely I am responsible
for everything, every single thing,
including their safety, security and
dignified lifestyle. So this is what we
have to cover all the way. Start with
a simple promise- no exploitation,
no slavery - nobody can blame me
as a company in any newspaper
they are using some women in
Bangladesh, exploiting them. Why
should anybody say that? Because
I can charge whatever I need to
charge to the consumer.
Western consumers are ready to
pay. It’s a significant amount. If
you change a little bit of your wage
it doesn’t matter, doesn’t cost
you anything. Again I gave them
some examples of what it would
cost, and make it completely
different. This is possible. So this
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is international minimum wage.
I said, ‘you are guarantying the
factory that you work with so
that you don’t want to see any
one paid less than X amount.’
That’s your minimum wage, that’s
your company’s issue, you do
this because you don’t want to
be blamed like Pope Francis did,
said companies are exploiting
Bangladeshi labors as slave labors.
That’s not a good thing to hear
from the Pope, that’s not a good
thing to hear from the consumers,
including our shops, our brand
names because, it has blood in
it. Nobody wants blood, so it’s
a question of doing it together
and it’s not a responsibility for
the producer alone. They keep
telling me how can pay more.
They are squeezing and squeezing
and squeezing and ultimately we
squeeze the wage earner. What
is this? If you ensure, no this is
the money I’m paying you, so
you cannot squeeze a bit of our
workers, your competition starts
after you’ve paid the salaries. So
this is the minimum wage part,
and we are continuing,
Dr. Kamal Hossain is very much
involved with it. Creating an
index, you start this from EITI,
extractive industries transparency
index. We asked why don’t we
create GITI, garment industries
transparency index. We are
working with the Transparency
International, Peter Hagen, so
that everybody will be in together,
and we will have some index
made. It’s not just for Bangladesh.
Whatever I am saying is not just
for Bangladesh, the minimum
wage is for every single country. It
may differ for country to country,
but you have to ensure that there
is no exploitation, no slave labor,
no sweat shops. Because west
has come long way to the 21st
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century to ensure, because they
are making it in bargaining
price, I have to take penny from
somebody else, that’s the world
has changed completely. Now
consumers saying that they are
ready to pay. They don’t want
to wear a shirt which is done
by some slave labors; we can
have a decent life with the pay
little extra, we can afford and
feel happy that it was made by
somebody who is happy. That’s
the whole thing.
The second thing I proposed is,
the “happy workers tag”. This
is additional to minimum wage
and all that. The happy workers
tag starts by saying, create a
social business. And what we say
we’ll provide you, any company
that buys from Bangladesh, a
shirt or any garment will offer
you a tag, happy workers tag.
In exchange, you pay 10% of in

AmCham
addition to whatever you have
paid to the factory owners, in
addition you pay 10% to this
social business company, and
you have a contract with this
company.
Against this, you provide health
service to the workers of these
shirts, ‘happy workers shirts’.
And their children’s daycare
centers or education for their
children or whatever you can
help them with, all those things,
retirement benefits, old age
benefits, whatever you want.
You pay us, then we provide the
service. Just two dollars extra
per shirt, or whatever, maybethree dollars, maybe one dollar
but that exact dollar will go into
this product and this is a social
business. We provide this service,
and this will be a global business
and we’ll have companies
and subsidies in Bangladesh,
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Cambodia, Vietnam and Sri
Lanka. that’s it, it’s a company
you make a contract and tell
the consumers that this happy
workers tag means this and the
workers says no I don’t mind, I
will pay two dollars extra and
I’m happy. I see them, the happy
workers tag and I am very proud
to display, not only in the back,
I will also put it in the front
of the shirt that I’m wearing,
which means I’m ensuring
some very essential benefits to
some dignified people, because
of me wearing this shirt, and
people like that, so now we are
in the process of creating that
company, put the subsidiaries,
it is a social business, it could be
done very easily, so these are the
ways. We have to be something
that we have to ensure against
each other.
Thank you.
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AmCham in Action
A. Gafur
Executive Director, American Chamber of Commerce in Bangladesh

and Mr. Jose Fernandez, Assistant
Secretary, Economic and Business
Affairs, U.S, Department of State
attended the event as Guests of
Honor and spoke on the occasion.

A. Gafur
We are pleased to present our
regular
AmCham
quarterly
Journal, the 22nd issue. Once
again, I am taking the opportunity
to thank AmCham members,
advertisers and authors for
their continuing outstanding
support for AmCham Quarterly
Journal. Inauguration of Private
Sector Forum on the eve of U.S.Bangladesh partnership Dialogue
and hosting the Nobel Laureate
Professor
Muhammad
Yunus
have been the major highlights
of recent AmCham activities.
The following are some of the
activities carried out by AmCham
during the past couple of months.

Bangladesh, the world’s seventh
most populous country and
second largest garment exporter
with over $120 billion economy
that has sustained growth of
six percent over two decades,
even through periods of global
economic instability, is rife
with trade and investment
opportunities for the U.S. private
sector. Bangladesh’s hardworking,
innovative and entrepreneurial
citizens have transformed a
country once plagued by natural
disaster, disease and hunger into
an
unprecedented
economic
development success story with
excellent prospects to achieve
middle income country status by
2021, a rapidly expanding middle

poor
infrastructure,
political
instability), major U.S. investors
in Bangladesh include Chevron,
Conoco-Phillips, General Electric
and Caterpillar, as well as scores
of smaller U.S. firms, continue
to invest in the country’s future,
seeking new opportunities to
tap the country’s large, efficient
workforce and achieve high
returns on investment.
The objective of U.S.-Bangladesh
Partnership
Dialogue
Private
Sector Forum has been to bring
together U.S. and Bangladesh
business representatives to focus
on deepening links between their
respective private sectors, discuss
impediments to enhanced two-way
trade and investment, and identify
opportunities moving forward.
Several
discussion
meetings
organized in this connection
consisting of a number of

May 26, 2013: Inaugural
Private Sector Forum
Opening Luncheon
AmCham hosted the Opening
Luncheon for the Inaugural Private
Sector Forum for the May 26-27,
2013 U.S.-Bangladesh Partnership
Dialogue. Mr. Md. Shahidul Haque,
Foreign Secretary, Govt. of the
People’s Republic of Bangladesh,

class, and a host of growing
new industries such as energy,
pharmaceuticals, IT, shipbuilding,
retailing,
construction,
and
finance. Despite some significant
challenges of doing business
in Bangladesh (i.e.: corruption,
bureaucracy, energy shortages,

roundtable
discussions
of
select groups of 50-60 U.S. and
Bangladeshi
business
leaders
covered the issues of trade,
investment and labor rights; the
energy sector; corporate social
responsibility;
and
regional
integration.
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Mr. Fernandez in his brief
remarks said that U.S.-Bangladesh
relations reached ‘a critical point’
over workers’ rights and safety
standards in factories that must
be addressed. He emphasized on
the issue of Bangladesh Brand,
but because of the recent tragedy
at Rana Plaza he thought that
it was important to see how
the members of the business
community were coming forward
to deal with some of the burning
issues. The private sector has to
be the part of the solution.
Bangladesh Foreign Secretary
Mr. Shahidul Haque mentiond
that US-Bangladesh relations had
reached new trajectory with the
partnership dialogue. He said
Bangladesh was going through
a difficult time, and hoped that
US would help Bangladesh as
it had done during the last four
decades. The speech of Mr. Haque
has been incorporated separately.

The U.S. Chamber in Washington,
DC released a report on this
occasion ‘The United States and
Bangladesh: Toward the Future’Policy
Recommendations
to
Strengthen the U.S.-Bangladesh
Commercial Relationship, which
has also been incorporated
separately.

June 3, 2013: Farewell for
Mr. Alexander Gazis
AmCham accorded a farewell
reception to Mr. Alexander Gazis,
Economic Officer of the American
embassy in Dhaka, who served

this post for nearly four years.
Everyone present in the meeting
appreciated the beneficial and
positive role played by Mr. Gazis
during his tenure in Dhaka and

wished him a resounding success
in his next assignment.

June 8-15, 2013: Washington
Doorknock
Representatives of the Asia-Pacific
Council of American Chambers
of Commerce (APCAC) gathered
in Washington, DC to meet with
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the officials of Executive Branch
of the Obama Administration,
Congressional Leaders, to advocate
on behalf of the AmChams in
the Asia-Pacific region during
APCAC’s annual Washington
Doorknock. AmCham Bangladesh

was represented at the Doorknock
by its President Mr. Aftab ul
Islam and Executive Director
Mr. A. Gafur. In addition to the
Doorknock activities AmCham
President and Executive Director
attended a meeting at the
Department of State. They also
attended a pre-scheduled meeting
with the leaders of American
Apparel and Footwear Association
(AAFA) in Washington to discuss
AAFA’s future events in Dhaka
in association with AmCham
Bangladesh. The following is the
summary of APCAC annual report.

Strengthen America’s Global
Leadership: Leverage the
Asia-Pacific Growth Engine
for U.S. Jobs!
The United States needs to think
globally in order to continue to
grow the domestic economy.
Outside U.S. borders are markets
that represent 80 percent of the
world’s purchasing power, 92
percent of its economic growth,
and 95 percent of its consumers.
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Our companies know that we need
to go where the customers are.
More than 50 million American
workers are employed by firms
that engage in international trade
and President Obama has noted
that one in three manufacturing
jobs depends on exports, and one
in three acres on American farms
is planted for hungry consumers
overseas. U.S. small businesses
are some of the strongest drivers
of trade. More than 97 percent of
the 293,000 U.S. companies that
export their products are small and
midsize outfits.
As Asia continues to be a dynamic
engine for growth, APCAC reaffirms
the importance of ensuring that
regional trade and regulatory
architectures promote cross-border
investment, transparency and level
playing fields.
U.S. Commercial and Trade
Engagement with Asia: U.S.
trade policy can best strengthen
the American economy by
supporting the private sector with
trade and investment initiatives
oriented towards partnership in

the region. APCAC encourages the
government to quickly conclude
a high-standard Trans-Pacific
Partnership
(TPP)
agreement
and to continue to seek effective
engagement with regional forum
including APEC and ASEAN.
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APCAC applauded passage of the
Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
Business Travel Cards (ABTC) Act
in 2011. Access to the cards will
significantly enhance business
travel, investment, and trade
opportunities for U.S. citizens in

Promoting a Conducive Climate
for Trade and Investment:
APCAC
promotes
increased
regulatory transparency to boost
investor confidence in regional
markets. Level regulatory playing
fields, including among domestic

the rapidly growing economies in
the APEC region. Unfortunately,
despite
the
Administration’s
focus on the region, Customs
and Border Protection (CBP) has
not yet established a mechanism
to issue the ABTC to eligible U.S.
citizens doing business in the
APEC region. We urge the CBP to
expeditiously finalize the necessary

or foreign companies, as well as
among private sector or stateowned enterprises, will enhance
consumer choice by bolstering
competition. Barriers such as
foreign ownership caps and
restrictions on foreign legal firms
should be liberalized. We urge the
U.S. to ensure that these regulatory
issues and barriers are addressed
in the conclusion of high-level
regional architecture such as
the TPP, as well as in bilateral
agreements
with
individual
countries.

implementing
regulations
to
ensure American business and
government personnel traveling
in the region will have the same
access to expedited visa processing
as our competitors in other APEC
member economies.

Energy and the Environment:
Energy policy is increasingly
driven by the need to improve
energy efficiency, reduce and
mitigate greenhouse gas emissions,
and expand and diversify energy
supply. Technology is at the heart
of solutions to these needs, and
addressing all three will require
huge capital investments. Public
policy must therefore support
technological
innovation
by
protecting intellectual property
and facilitating investment by
efficient capital markets and a
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sound legal framework. Trade
liberalization is also vital for such
solutions: the U.S. should push

for full implementation of the
landmark APEC agreement to
reduce tariffs on Environmental
Goods and Services, and for
elimination of non-tariff barriers to
new technologies and renewable,
such as wind. The U.S. should
set an example by continuing to
expeditiously authorize the export
of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG).
Financial
Services
and
Investment: The modernization
of regulations and promotion of
trade in financial services are keys
to advancing economic growth in
both developing and developed
economies. APCAC urges the
U.S., working through APEC and
bilaterally, to support initiatives
aimed at the strengthening of
capital markets-related services,
improving the efficiency of
capital allocation, promoting
transparency and predictability
in laws on secured lending that
provide needed liquidity to
businesses that enable job creation
and growth, and advancing
financial inclusion policies that
will bring more consumers into
the formal financial sector.
Infrastructure
Development:
Many governments in Asia are

focused on improving domestic
infrastructure. APCAC encourages
the U.S. government to promote

this infrastructure development
in order to open increased
opportunities
for
American
goods and services, including
in the healthcare, energy and
transportation sectors.
American
Workers
and
Companies Abroad: Experience
has demonstrated that Americans
often are the best “salespeople”
for American products and several
studies have shown a direct
correlation between U.S. citizens
working overseas and U.S. exports.
Americans on the front lines of
America’s efforts to double exports
by 2014 support the bipartisan
efforts to reform the U.S. tax code
to make companies and individuals
more competitive in international
commerce. Current U.S. tax law
does not offer a level playing
field, as U.S. citizens are taxed
on worldwide income while our
competitors are not. Today, Section
911 of the tax code recognizes this
negative impact upon U.S. citizens
working abroad. Any revisions of
tax, insurance and employment
schemes must support Americans
living and working abroad or
U.S. competitiveness will suffer.
Adopting a territorial tax system in
line with the tax systems of the rest
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of the world will promote exports
and create more investment and
jobs for companies and U.S. citizens.
FATCA
Implementation:
Much progress has been made
in documenting and clarifying
FATCA rules and procedures as well
as intergovernmental agreements
(IGAA’s). Yet for successful
implementation, it is critical
that the U.S. Treasury and the
Internal Revenue Service ensure
that all roles and responsibilities
of all parties are clearly defined
and understood by all involved
entities. APCAC urges regulators
to continue working with the
private sector to mitigate the
risk of conflicting interpretations
across business sectors.

July 8, 2013: Lunch Meeting
with Nobel Laureate
Professor Muhammad Yunus
AmCham July Lunch meeting
was graced by the Nobel Laureate
Professor Muhammad Yunus. The
meeting was attended by a large
number of AmCham members,
distinguished members of the civil
society and business community.
It was an effort by AmCham
Bangladesh to honor the world
famous
personality
Professor
Muhammad Yunus who became
one of the seven recipients in the
world who received the Nobel
Peace Prize, American Presidential
Medal for Freedom, and U.S.
Congressional
Gold
Medal.
Professor Yunus had also become
the first Muslim in the world
to receive this prestigious U.S.
Congressional Medal. Professor
Yunus spoke at the event on
“Social Business in Shaping our
Future”. The speech of Professor
Yunus has been incorporated
separately.

Sustaining Middle Income Status: Partnering with the Academic Diaspora
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Sustaining Middle Income Status: Partnering with
the Academic Diaspora
Syed Saad Andaleeb PhD
Distinguished Professor of Marketing at the Sam & Irene Black School of Business
Pennsylvania State University, Erie, USA.

Bangladesh’s
aspiration
to
attain middle income status
is a milestone that is being
increasingly eyed with optimism.
In fact, given the continued
growth of the economy, despite
a multiplicity of challenges, the
country may indeed be close
to the desired status, although
the statistics may say otherwise.
The snarling traffic jams, the
busy construction industry, the
bustling shopping centers, and the
hustle of manufacturing (witness
both sides of the Buriganga) are all
indicative of a vibrant economy.
As we transition to becoming a
middle income economy, the role
of the country’s entrepreneurs
and
the
private
sector-led
achievements has been singularly
applauded. Much less is said
about other sectors, especially the
education system that will have to
play a critical role in supporting
the new economic status of the
nation. Unless the link between
education and development is
understood, the vaunted status
of a middle income country may
face serious uphill struggles.
Unfortunately, problems about
the country’s education system,
especially
higher
education
system, both public and private,
are widespread. Claims abound
about the lack of teachers and
their training, poor curriculum,
high costs, low salaries, lack of
commitment and sincerity both
in administration and among
teachers, lack of educational
infrastructure,
ambiguous

role of the UGC, absence
or unavailability of quality
administrator(s), and unbounded
politicization to depict the efficacy
and functionality of the higher
education institutions (HEIs).
Development agencies depict
quality in the HEIs being affected
by difficulties in recruiting,
retaining and offering adequate
professional development support
to academic staff, as well as lack
of internal and external quality
assurance measures perpetuate
quality problems. It should

who will provide the leadership
in an increasingly competitive
and globally connected world.
According to one study, these
universities must be built on pure
“merit and a relentless pursuit of
excellence in teaching, research,
and participation in the global
knowledge network.”

be obvious to all that a poor
education system cannot support
a burgeoning economy.

US$5 billion) and 200 years to create
a top-standing research university
(Altbach 2003). After the turn of the
century, and with financial support
from industry, the University of
Chicago needed only 20 years to
attain world class. In Asia, Hong
Kong University of Science and
Technology (HKUST) took only 10
years and less than a tenth of Eliot’s
figure to become one of Asia’s top10 research universities.

It is time for the higher education
system to contemplate its role in
the nation’s growth aspirations
and reinvent itself to play a vital
role in helping Bangladesh attain
and retain middle income status.
In the process, it will be important
to build a number of high caliber
universities that must forge the way
with research, ideas, innovations,
and graduates of global standard

Building such universities take time.
Around the end of the 19th century,
the president of Harvard University,
Charles Eliot, estimated a need of
US$50 million (currently about

For
Bangladesh,
harnessing
the energies of its intellectual
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community,
making
strides
in foreign universities, has
apparently
been
overlooked.
Partnering with this community
can be vital: a study by The
International Organization for
Migration (IOM) claims, “The
role of diasporas in development
strategies, poverty reduction and
economic growth is attracting
considerable policy interest.” Such
awareness and understanding
about the diaspora and their
potential of becoming major
development partners is highly
encouraging. In fact, diaspora
groups have been contributing to
Bangladesh since long, with and
without recognition. If national
policies can effectively tap into
this vast and vibrant network,
the potential for harnessing their
varied and highly developed skills
to further national development
is almost limitless.
Many countries have actually
begun to strengthen ties with their
diaspora networks. Among these
countries are powerhouses such as
China, India, South Korea, South
Africa, and Mexico. “HKUST’s
most important success factor was
the recruitment of outstandingly
talented scholars and scientists. All
faculty members had doctorates,
and 80 percent received doctorates
from or were employed at 24 of
the top universities in the world.”
Other less developed countries,
especially from the African
continent, are also following suit
to reap the benefits of a win-win
relationship.

Importance of Research in
Academia
Research plays a strategic role
in the evolution of society; in
fact, building a repository of
knowledge has untold potential.
Ultimately, research helps to

serve communities that often
face tremendous adversities and
are challenged inordinately by
intricate problems. Research, in
fact, is a potent instrument that
can harness knowledge, extend
it further, and transform the
economy and the nation.
The role of research in the
advancement
of
society
is
indispensable. Universities in the
advanced countries take deep pride
in nation-building pursuit of their
scholars and brim with pride with
their accomplishments. Referring
to research, one such university

document states, “Ideas and
innovations [through research]
are the precious currency of the
21st century economy, driving
new products and technologies,
and solving many of society’s
pressing problems.”
Similarly, research at Harvard
University’s Graduate School of
Education is also instructive; it
emphasizes, “…how to best link
education research to practice
so that it becomes ‘usable
knowledge’—tools, materials, and
curricula that are further tested and
studied in classrooms and school
systems.” Clearly, researchers at
Harvard’s School of Education
are firmly rooted in their context,
providing meaningful research for
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their own classrooms and school
systems.
The questions that must be
contemplated in the context
of
Bangladesh’s
research
environment are: How much
knowledge is being produced by
the HEIs and how relevant and
usable are they? The University
Grants
Commission
(UGC)
reflects on this matter:
“Bangladesh does not have a
national strategy for research
and the role of universities in
undertaking research is affected

by many constraints. An effective
mechanism to link programs
between universities (and research
institutes) and industry and
business, whether at home or
abroad, is still to be established.
Finally, there is a lack of an
appropriate funding mechanism
on a suitable scale to encourage
basic and applied research in
the universities and in different
research organizations.” (http://
www.heqep-ugc.gov.bd/About.
aspx)
If academia wants to provide
intellectual leadership, it must
re-evaluate its role in society
within the overall scheme of the
knowledge needs of Bangladesh,
formulate a clear vision, and bring
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knowledge generation (research)
to the forefront as an integral
requirement of its faculties.

Role of the Academic
Diaspora
The academic diaspora can help
invigorate research activities of the
HEIs in Bangladesh by focusing
on nation-building. Effective
demand must also be created for
such research. Lamenting the
current research environment
in Bangladesh, Rehman Sobhan
points to the “lack of effective
demand for research within the
policymaking
establishments
[with] a strong demotivating
influence on the social science
research community.”
As a
consequence, he suggests, “…
the research agendas in the social
sciences have been effectively
re-colonized. The development
agencies now largely determine
the terms of reference (TOR) of
such research, the methodologies
to be used and quite often
the outcomes to be attained.”
Sobhan contends that such
agendas are supported by a class
of “intellectual acolytes” whose
thinking has been shaped by the
donors via consultancy projects
and related incentives.
It may be emphasized that
research in Bangladesh’s HEIs can
be strengthened via an important
but largely ignored possibility:
partnering
with
diaspora
academics, many of whom are
rising in rank and stature in
overseas universities and centers of
excellence. Working jointly with
them, many important problems
and issues confronting the nation
today could be innovatively
addressed.
It is important to note that other
nations in the region are stepping

up their research programs in
collaboration with their diasporas
to gain in competitiveness. Hong
Kong recently committed $18
billion to a long run research
program that involves not just
scholars from Hong Kong, but
scholars from all over the world.
A big chunk of this money is
reserved for special research
themes related to Hong Kong’s
long term development and
strategic direction. HKUST’s rise to
global excellence is a case in point
that must be scrutinized by policy
makers in Bangladesh to design
its own diaspora engagement
strategy.
Through such engagement, both
local and diaspora researchers
can benefit from cooperative
endeavors: the gains can be

substantive and mutual. Diaspora
researchers are likely to have
advanced training in the methods
of research they can share. This
could be turned into a win-win
situation as they have a need to
publish for tenure and promotion.
Some of them may simply be eager
to participate in the advancement
of their country of birth through
targeted research. Researchers
in Bangladesh may provide
the advantage of being close to
data and funding sources, while
joint publications can project
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both parties into policy-making
domains or even international
forums where their research would
get wider recognition.
Diaspora academics can also serve
as mentors, assisting nouveau
researchers and seeing their work
through to fruition. They can
provide access for the Bangladeshi
researchers to the latest research
studies and evolution of thinking
in a particular field. This is possible
because most diaspora academics
have access to electronic libraries
and a wealth of research materials
they can avail through their
institutions. While access to
research materials for Bangladeshi
researchers is improving, it is still
a far cry. By working together it
may even be possible to advance
new theoretical frameworks of

international
importance
or
develop technical innovations
with locally relevant adaptations
that may be of great use to
important stakeholders.
Diaspora academics may also be
invited by research committees that
confer higher degrees to evaluate
research proposals for funding
and/or higher degrees. In addition
to evaluating research proposals,
senior diaspora academics can
also help evaluate the research
once it is completed to ensure that
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the quality and relevance of the
study were appropriately reflected
in the research outcomes and
recommendations. These research
projects can ultimately be guided
for publication in journals and
other appropriate outlets to share
the knowledge generated.
In most HEIs and research
organizations
abroad,
the
promotion
of
faculty
and
research staff is often subjected
to “external” evaluation as a
quality assurance measure. For
example, in the United States,
faculty tenure and promotion
to senior ranks is contingent on
external evaluations in which
senior faculty members from
other institutions evaluate the
overall quality of their research
and determine whether the line
of research is promising enough
to warrant progression to senior
ranks. Diaspora academics could
assist universities in Bangladesh
with similar external evaluations,
helping to sift and sort the plethora
of applicants seeking a higher
rank without fear of political
interference when making their
recommendations.
Diaspora
researchers who have attained
some measure of recognition can
thus help identify the superstar
researchers from the ordinary
ones and further their research
agendas with advanced ideas or
guide them into building worldclass research centers.
Many diaspora academics also
visit Bangladesh periodically for
a variety of reasons. During their
visits, they could be invited to
conduct workshops and training
programs for junior faculty on
matters of interest such as the
latest research methodologies,
tools, and techniques of research
that are better able to address
the complex realities of a

research problem. This would
also strengthen and upgrade the
quality of research in the country.
Where
possible,
diaspora
academics could be integrated
into local university boards and
their
decision-making
circles
to share their experiences and
policy perspectives gained from
their respective universities. By
enabling university boards in
Bangladesh to jump the learning
curve, e.g., in how to achieve
accreditation, they could help
shape policy and influence
practice in the universities that
would support initiatives in
building towards regional status,

leading to global recognition. By
being in these boards, not only
could the diaspora academics
help improve the quality of
knowledge
production;
they
could also provide valuable inputs
to strengthen the knowledge
dissemination (teaching) activities
by
introducing
pedagogical
approaches
that
shift
the
emphasis from rote memorization
to deep learning, significant
analysis, imaginative synthesis,
and
meaningful
application
of emerging and contextual
knowledge.
Diaspora academics could also
help academia in Bangladesh
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with contacts and access to higher
education programs abroad. To
become world-class universities
and to scale up to the quality
levels of universities in advanced
countries to support middle
income status, it is imperative
that the faculty in Bangladesh’s
HEIs are well trained, especially in
epistemology and methodological
skills to tackle local research
problems with greater degrees of
sophistication. To this end the
help of the diaspora academics
can be invaluable.
Finally, the diaspora academics
could collaborate with local
universities in Bangladesh to

start up publication programs,
establish research journals to
archive new and evolving streams
of local knowledge, collaborate
in book publication programs,
and become members of editorial
boards and other academic
ventures that are all part of the
knowledge generation enterprise.
There is also the prospect that
diaspora academics, driven by
their desire to help build worldclass universities in their home
country, could work to establish
“research chairs” in Bangladesh
universities. They could help
establish guidelines for these
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chairs, raise money to support
them, and provide the lead in
instituting excellence in research
through making “apolitical” chair
appointments.

gained through collaboration
with diaspora academics, or
even practitioners, the country’s
productivity and income will see
manifold increases.

That diaspora academics can serve
as a vital resource and foster a
conducive climate of research in
the country must be accepted,
pursued with serious intent, and
recognized as a part of Bangladesh’s
development strategy: Its time has
come. Many diaspora academics
would welcome the prospects
of working on significant issues
pertinent to the development of
Bangladesh.

The component of the capital
goods industry that adds the
greatest value is the design and
analysis function, which is
best supported by research to
imbue the products with greater
intellectual sophistication. In
this regard, establishing research
centers with connections between
BUET or RUET and recognized
diaspora academics can go a long
way in furthering development
and growth in the capital goods
industry.

As one example, the capital
and durable goods industry of
Bangladesh presents a singularly
important
opportunity.
The
successful establishment of a
domestic capital goods industry
with in-house design and analysis
capabilities would result in the
creation and retention of highlevel technical skills in the country
that would ultimately ensure
the well-being of the country.
This is because the production
of capital goods and related
activities require very complex
and sophisticated technical and
engineering skills; once this
knowledge and experience is

Such design and analysis centers
to advance the capital goods
industry can even spur the
growth and development of
related academic disciplines such
as finance, economics, marketing,
management, operations, law
and so on, thus creating space
for greater diaspora engagement.
As development in the capital
goods industry picks up, the
research skills of the diaspora
from other disciplines can be
enjoined to build the industry
more elaborately with enormous
potential.
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A Concluding Thought
Diaspora academics must be able
to find opportunities to engage
with various research projects
in Bangladesh that have nationbuilding potential. They do not
expect any special treatment.
However, their potential to
contribute needs to be recognized.
And a healthy dose of openness
and communication with them
could lead to the development
of many innovative programs
with prospects of high returns
for Bangladesh. As in the past,
there may be resistance to such
initiatives from within the
country, especially from academic
circles whose members do not
take their diaspora counterparts
seriously. Whatever the reason
for such resistance, an apex
body within the country must
take the lead to pursue this idea
vigorously; otherwise, a significant
opportunity to guide Bangladesh
to middle income status in record
time stands to be forfeited.
Contact: Dr. Syed Saad Andaleeb is
Distinguished Professor of Marketing
at the Sam and Irene Black School of
Business, Pennsylvania State University
at Erie, Editor of the Journal of
Bangladesh Studies and ex-President
of Bangladesh Development Initiative.
Email: ssa4@psu.edu.
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Profit Without Production: Adverse Impact of Unproductive Bank Loans on GDP Growth in Bangladesh
M. Shamsul Haque PhD
Vice Chancellor, Northern University Bangladesh (NUB)
Paul Krugman, the Nobel laureate
economist of liberal disposition,
published a column in the New
York Times and the International
Herald Tribune on 20 June, 2013
under the title “Profits without
production”.
As
an
ardent
follower of Keynesian economics,
he has been arguing strongly for
increasing public expenditure
in order to increase the rate of
GDP growth in the USA since the
financial crisis started in 2008,
similar to what John Maynard
Keynes had suggested during the
Great Depression of the 1930s. In
his article, Krugman pointed out
that some of the very profitable
IT companies such as Apple,
Microsoft, and Yahoo etc had
accumulated huge amount of
profit by using their innovation
and market power. For example,
Apple has a cash balance of
$145 billion in its Balance Sheet
and Yahoo also has similar large
amounts lying around as idle
cash. Both companies found no
need to invest this cash surplus
and according to Krugman, this
was a show of their market power
and dominance; a phenomenon
that he classified as “Monopoly
rent”, i.e., profits that don’t
represent Return on Investment,
but instead reflect the value of
market dominance. Similarly,
many U.S banks, some of which
had to be previously bailed out
by the Federal government during
the crisis, are also sitting on a
lot of cash. They recovered their
positions and paid back the public
money. Krugman termed this
slow recovery in the U.S economy

as a lack of demand although
in recent months, consumer
confidence has been restored
to some extent. Banks in the
U.S are also very large and have
monopolistic power just as large
IT companies. In the situation in
which Government was trying to
increase public expenditure, the
private companies are doing the
exact opposite. Since investment
is an element that adds to GDP
growth, it is a matter of simple
truth that lack of investment from
companies will drag the economy
to a path of lower growth. In this
back ground, this writer would like
to discuss why GDP growth rate in
Bangladesh has slowed down to
about 6% when it was expected to
grow by more than 7% during the
last two years.
For that purpose, we want
to raise the issue of slower
implementation of ADP projects

and the misuse of huge amount
of bank loans by some groups
such as Hall Mark, Destiny, and
Bismillah and so on. Recent
reports on the state owned banks

indicate much larger amounts of
fake loans being taken out. Prior
to that, there was the share market
scam that siphoned off billions of
taka out of the market. Many of
the banks in Bangladesh, despite
a plethora of idle cash, are not
putting it to good and productive
use. In the case of Bangladesh, as
oligopolies, they tend to make
hefty profits and yet will not see
any reason to expand into any
form of productive investments as
pointed out by Krugman. Banks in
Bangladesh have very high spreads
between borrowing and lending
rates, which is often a strong
deterrent for investments. This is
indeed an unfortunate scenario.
They made huge profits from share
market and real estate sectors in
2010 bubble. Now BB has been
pressurized to allow them to invest
25% of equity to share market
and another 30% of equity to real
estates. This combined ratio should

not exceed 10-15 % in a small size
capital market.
One after another, the nation
has been going through serious
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financial crisis and in recent
months, hartals have been putting
downward pressure on economic
growth and further deteriorating
the situation, with very little hope of
the major political parties reaching
an understanding on the form of
government during election time.

On the other hand, the recent budget
has reduced relative allocation for
education and health sectors and
put more money into mega projects
such as Padma Bridge, which may
or may not even get started. Even if
it gets under way, the flow of cash
to the local economy will be very
small and slow and even when
all hurdles are crossed and the
project starts, there is no doubt
that it will take several years for
the bridge to be implemented
and finished for use.
On the bright side, there has been
significant achievement in poverty
reduction. We have reduced the
poverty level below 30% two
years before the United Nations
Millennium Development Goal
(MDG) and thus confining the

once prevalent poverty rates of
70% from the 1970s into the pages
of history. However, there is still
one-quarter of the population who
are living in abject conditions.
The question we may now raise
is: If the financial scams had not
occurred, could we have perhaps

reduced poverty levels further?
The answer is of course yes as 1%
point increase in GDP growth rate
adds about 20 million people to
employment.
Under the above mentioned
situations, the announced target
to attain 7% growth will not be
possible. In this election year,
it simply indicates bluffing
the nation into a false sense of
hope and achievement. The real
economy is starved of money
flow due to investment shortages
from both the public and private
sectors. Exports may also grow
at a slower rate given the fallout
from Rana Plaza disaster where
the collapse of the nine-storied
building because of negligence
had caused the death of over
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1,100 workers. Buyers of the RMG
from abroad have already shifted
some of their orders to Pakistan,
India and Cambodia because
of this tragic incident. Now the
suspension of GSP by the U.S is
a further blow on exports to the
American market. As of now,
only the European Union nations
are still keen on importing RMG
from Bangladesh while on the
other hand, attempts to diversify
the market for Bangladeshi RMG
products have been rather slow.
Considering
all
the
above
information it seems as if
Bangladesh is set for a bad time in
the coming years due to many of
the events that took place during
the preceding years under the
current government in power. The
main contributing factors that
help to raise the GDP of a nation,
mainly investment and net
exports -which is the difference
between a nation’s imports and
exports, have shown a downward
trend. For a developing country
like Bangladesh, the failure of
governance is going to affect the
lives of the poor more adversely
than the affluent sections of
the population. It is a pity for
all of us. So unless remedies are
found for the above mentioned
problems, it is highly unlikely
that GDP growth rates will
match the figures quoted by the
government.
Contact: Professor Shamsul Haque
is the Vice Chancellor of Northern
University
Bangladesh.
Email:
smhaque2005@yahoo.com.
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Bangladesh Can Save 22,620 MWh Power Everyday!
Firoz Alam
CEO & MD - Alpha Solar Energy, Canada

Background
Adequate and continuous power
supply to the people of Bangladesh
is not only a political mandate of
both the ruling and opposition
parties, but a precondition for
development. The per capita

Bangladesh’s electric power sector
include high system losses, delays
in completion of new plants, low
plant efficiencies, erratic power
supply, electricity theft, blackouts,
and shortages of funds for power
plant maintenance. Overall, the
country’s generation plants have

Electricity -consumption in Bangladesh (Billion KWh)

23.94 23.94
21.37 21.37 21.38

12.55

14.26 14.25

15.3

16.2 16.82

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

power consumption in Bangladesh
is one of the lowest (136 KWh)
in the world. Only 40% of the
population has access to electricity
with a per capita availability
of 136 KWh per annum.
Noncommercial energy sources,
such as wood fuel, animal waste
and crop residues are estimated
to account for over half of the
country’s energy consumption.
Bangladesh has small reserves of
oil and coal, but very large natural
gas resources. Commercial energy
consumption is mostly natural
gas (around 66%), followed by oil,
hydropower and coal. Moreover,
according to many global reports,
the country’s power infrastructure
is
insufficient
and
poorly
managed. Bangladesh’s installed
electric generation capacity was
8525 MW in 2013; only threefourth of which is considered to
be ‘available’. Problems in the

been unable to meet system
demand over the past decade.
(Wikipedia)

According to Index Mundi,
Bangladesh power consumption
in 2012 is 23.94 billion KWh and
in 2000 it was only 11.04 Billion
KWh. The increase of power

consumption in 12 years is by
triple digit.
Definition
of
electricity
consumption: This entry consists
of total electricity generated
annually plus imports and
minus exports, expressed in
kilowatt-hours. The discrepancy
between the amount of electricity
generated and/or imported and
the amount consumed and/or
exported is accounted for as loss
in transmission and distribution.

What is the way out?
According
to
the
different
analysis
and
information
collected from BGMEA, BKMEA,
financial institutions and business
chambers of Commerce, if all the
garments factories, textile mills,
banks and all corporations changes
their florescent tube lights to LED
lights then Bangladesh can save

22,620 MWh power every day!
The reports show:
 25% to 30% production of the
textile mills is down due to the
shortage of power
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 Garments
and
other
manufacturing sectors are
facing the same problem
growth
of
 Economic
Bangladesh is falling down due
to problem in production in
garments and textile sector

 Annual Savings by 1000 LED
Tube= Tk. 33,72,600
 Cost of one LED Tube with 5
-10 years warranty, DLC, cUL
& Energy Star certified quality=
C

UL
R

 Garments manufacturer can
save huge penalties against air
shipment

Benefits of LED lights and
comparison with florescent
tube light
 Savings of Energy consumption
up to 86 % And Savings of
energy bill up to 86%

C

UL
R

US

LISTED

Tk.2220/pc
 Return of Investment is less
than 2 years
 Life span of LED Tube is up to
100,000 Hours or more than
TEN YEARS
 Warranty for DLC, cUL &
Energy Star certified LED Tube
is up to 10 Years
 LED

is

green

energy,

no

RISING COST OF ELECTRICITY
$0.20/kWh

$0.18/kWh

Price per kWh

UL

R

saving
the
energy
 By
consumptions
garments
production can be increased by
30%
the
power
 Reducing
consumption we can save
foreign
currency
against
importing energy

shortages in Bangladesh and other
developing
countries
having
similar crisis. This technology
is a relatively new technology
being used for stationary energy

347V ac
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generation applications. It offers
several advantages compared
to other technologies for smallscale power generation, including
compact size, lightweight, greater
efficiency, lower emissions, lower
electricity costs, low operations
and maintenance costs and
opportunities to utilize waste
fuels. There are different brands
of microturbines such as MiCR65,
CR65-ICHP Micro Turbine etc. These
are robust power system; achieve
ultra-low emissions and reliable
electrical/thermal
generation
from waste gas. However, the
basic attributes of microturbine
includes –

$0.15/kWh

 Ultra-low emissions

$0.13/kWh

 Operates on
digester gas

$0.10/kWh

 One moving part: minimal
maintenance and downtime

2000

2001

2002 2003 2004

2005

2006

2007 2008

2009 2010

2011 2012

2000 -Present
Source: Califomia Public Utilities Corporation Website

 One Florescent Tube lights
annual energy consumption is
613.2 KW=Tk.4292.40

radiation, no headache, and
no eye fatigue!

 One LED tubes annual energy
consumption is 131.4 KW=
Tk.919.80

Supply of uninterrupted
power through micro
turbine technology

 Savings annually by replacing
one LED Tube = Tk. 3372.60/
LED Tube

Microturbines technology can
bring an alternate solution to
meet the current demand of power

land

fill

or

 Patented air bearing: No
lubricating oil or coolant
monitoring
 Remote
diagnostic capabilities
 Integrated
synchronization
protection

and
utility
and

 Small, modular design allows
for easy, low-cost installation
 Reliable: Tens of millions of run
hours and counting is possible
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Conclusion

Alpha LED Lights in North
America
Developed
North
American
countries (such as Canada
and USA) have already started
moving towards LED lights. This
is not only earning revenues but

Why should You
SWITCH?

With a view to combat current
power crisis in Bangladesh and
meeting growing demands, steps
should be taken immediately to
transform the current florescent
tube lights and bulbs to LED lights

100% Mercuury Free
100% Recyclable

Hg
Switch to LED lighting
and decrease your
carbon footprint
while you increase
the size of your wallet.

Unlike compact fluorescent
light bulbs, LED Lights are
100% Recyclable
and Mercury Free

saving the planet from extra use
of scare power energy. In Canada,
Alpha LED lights are highly
reputed. These LED light bulbs
are being used in restaurants,
shopping malls, coffee shops,
banks, health care centers and
hotels. Similar steps are being
implemented in many countries
in Europe and Asia.
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footprint. Moreover, LED lights
are 100% recyclable, mercury
free and no radiation. It may be
recalled here that mercury causes
cancer, kidney diseases and
damages brain cells. Therefore,
LED lights are essential for
making our mother planet free

up to

86%

Energy Savings
100,000 hrs life span
5 years warranty
86% energy savings
Those numbers don’t lie

and thereby save 22,620 MWh
power every day. Political parties,
NGOs, business chambers and
media should come forward
in promoting the use of LED
lights by replacing the existing
florescent bulbs. LED lighting
will not only help financial gains
but can help decreasing carbon

According to
CFL contains MERCURY!
MERCURY CAUSES CANCER! KIDNEY DISEASES & DAMAGES BRAIN CELL!

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF

ENERGY

from pollution and safe world!
Reference: Wikipedia and Index
Mundi
Contact: Firoz Alam BS in Aeronautical
Engg.; CEO & MD, Alpha Solar Energy
Email: firoz.alam@alphasolarenergy.ca;
www.AlphaSolarEnergy.ca
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Inauguration of the First Bangladesh-US Private
Sector Forum
Md. Shahidul Haque
Secretary, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Government of Bangladesh
(Remarks by Foreign Secretary Mr. Md. Shahidul Haque delivered at AmCham Luncheon meeting on May 26, 2013)

- flattening of the world. In
p
articular the last 12 years has
remarkably shifts the way we
live, we think and work. Even the
MDG; adapted at the beginning
of the century, was seen to be
overshadowed by other priorities,
and therefore, we are likely to
see new goals and indications on
post-MDG - 2015.

Md. Shahidul Haque
Assistant Secretary Mr. Jose
Fernandez of the Economic
and Business Affairs of the US
Department of State, President of
American Chamber of Commerce
in Bangladesh Mr. Aftab ul Islam,
The US and Bangladeshi business
representatives,
Excellencies,
Ladies and Gentlemen.

The economic crisis and its
lingering
global
impacts,
geopolitical
power
shifts,
connectivity,
technological
challenges,
biotechnology,
climate change, energy, water
and food scarcity, demographic

In fact, connectivity through
internet has radically changed our
lives and livelihood. With about 5
billion mobile-phone subscribers,
the communication technologies
have made this function available
to the majority of the world’s
population
challenging
old
institutions, ideas and hierarchies.
Internet based connectivity along
with greater physical connectivity
is likely to create a virtual world
as suggested by Google executives
in a book titled: ‘The New Digital
Age: Reshaping the Future of
People, Nature and Business’. In
this virtual world, people will be

A very good afternoon to you
all! I am happy to speak on the
occasion of the inauguration of
the first Bangladesh-US Private
Sector Forum.
Distinguished Audience,
Today, we live in a different
world - a world which is in
a transformative phase. The
21st century is in many ways
different to the 20th century. The
beginning of the 21st century will
be revealed as Thomas Friedman
argued, not for likely conflicts
or political events, but for a
whole new age of globalization

changes, terrorism – all these
have fundamentally changed our
societies and economics.
It is certain that tomorrow’s world
will be radically different unlike
the past. The process or media
through which the transformation
changes are taking place is
known as “Connectivity”. The
connectivity could be perceived
and earned in two dimensions
-physical and virtual.

able to reach and relate to people
from beyond their own borders
and community, showing ideas,
doing business and building
relationships. In this hyperconnectivity age, states and
business have to dramatically
shift their way of functioning.
The
relationship
between
Bangladesh and the US has
withstood the test of time and
matured over the years. The
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relationship has evolved from
said dependency to trade and
investment centric. It has reached

further strengthen our bilateral
relationship particularly in areas
of trade, investment and business.

to a new trajectory with the
regular hosting of three layers
of dialogues since last years.
Among the dialogues, Dialogue
on security issues and Military-toMilitary cooperation, the Foreign
Secretary
level
consultation
now known as - Partnership
Dialogue is the premium forum
for discussion on different facets
of our relationship encompassing
trade, investment, traditional
and
nontraditional
security
cooperation and multilateral and
regional cooperation.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Last September the Bangladesh
and the USA met in Washington
D.C in the first ever Bangladesh
USA Partnership Dialogue. Though
a representative from BGMEA
joined the dialogue as member
of Bangladesh delegation, and a
separate roundtable discussion on
the labor condition in Bangladesh
was arranged, there was no
separate program for business
communities’ interactions. This
year, therefore, we decided to
organize, in parallel to the official
talks of the Partnership Dialogue a
separate forum for the interaction
among business communities.
Success of this forum will

Bangladesh has achieved laudable
progress in many aspects of human
and economic development. Over
the past 40 years, Bangladesh
has increased its real per capita
income by more than 130 percent,
reduces poverty by more than half
and is well set to achieve most of
the millennium goals. Bangladesh

is endeavored with a young,
energetic and innovative people.
About 70% of the population
under 35 years. Bangladesh
enjoys “democratic dividend”
which combined with low costs
of living, a high population
density, 5-6% economic growth,
rising school enrollment and
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decreasing birth and mortality
will continue to drive the business
for next couple of decades. Today,
the economy is lot more flexible
and resilient, as indicated by the
ability to withstand the global
financial crisis with minimum
adverse effects. Bangladesh is now
much more capable to handling
natural disaster. These remarkable
developments and potentials
have been globally acknowledged
including Goldman Sachs listing
Bangladesh as the “Next II” with
high potentials to drive the global
growth. The “Global Trends 2030:
Alternative Worlds” report of the
US National Intelligence Council
has predicted that Bangladesh
will be an important actor of
global politics. Ambassador Dan
Mozena often terms Bangladesh
as the next Asian Tiger - with the
potential to become Sonar Bangla.

Ladies and Gentlemen,
Bangladesh indeed offers an
excellent opportunity for foreign

direct investment with its export
competitiveness,
fiscal
and
no fiscal incentives, strategic
location, competitive-cost and so
on. Bangladesh enjoys tariff-free
access to the EU, Canada, Australia,
India and Japan. The investment
conducive policies of the present
government facilitated foreign
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investment of nearly US$3.82
billion in the last four years. The
United States is one of the top
most sources of foreign direct
investment to Bangladesh. A total
Investment of US$4.9 billion in
206 foreign direct & joint venture
investment proposals from USA
has been registered with the Board
of Investment of Bangladesh (BOI)
till December 2012. I would urge
you to explore the investment
friendly policies and thus enhance
your business through investing
in Bangladesh.

Distinguished Participants,
Over the years Bangladesh and
the USA have developed by
convergence of values, aspirations
and an expanding scope of

cooperation. Trade relations and
the US investment in Bangladesh
occupy major portion of our
relations. The bilateral trade
between Bangladesh and the US
is around $6bn. Bangladesh’s
balance of trade with the US has
been positive over the years.

Business Representatives,
I am happy to know that around
30 US companies have joined
this year’s Private Sector Forum.
I congratulate them and hope
the number will increase in
future Partnership Dialogues.
I also thank AmCham and our
business
bodies
particularly
Federation of Chambers, Dhaka
Chamber, Metropolitan Chamber
and BGMEA for hosting different
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components of the program.
I am happy to note that the
Private Sectors Forum has a well
formulated program consisting
of seminars, business to business
meeting, social activates, and
industrial tours. The enthusiasm
that I see here, I have no doubt
that the business will greatly shape
our future course of collaboration.

Ladies and Gentlemen,
I hope the Private Sector Forum’s
activities will expand in future and
augment our overall relations with
the US and the visiting US trade
delegation will find Bangladesh a
suitable harbor to invest and to
do business. I wish every success
to the Forum.
I thank you all.
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A Message from Tami Overby
On behalf of the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce and the U.S.Bangladesh
Working
Group,
I am pleased to present this report
in advance of the U.S.-Bangladesh
Partnership Dialogue in Dhaka from
May 26 to 28. The purpose of this
document is to provide the views
of the U.S. business community
on a range of issues impacting
the U.S.-Bangladesh economic
relationship—for the benefit of the
citizens of both countries.
Launched at the U.S. Chamber
in 2010, the U.S.-Bangladesh
Working Group aims to promote
bilateral dialogue between business
and government leaders, shape
advocacy efforts on key issues in
the countries’ trade and investment
relationship, and promote a

competitive Bangladeshi market
through enhancing the country’s
investment and regulatory climate.
Our members support efforts
to
strengthen
the
bilateral
commercial relationship through
the U.S.-Bangladesh Partnership
Dialogue Private Sector Forum,
which
seeks
to
promote
cooperation between the U.S.
and Bangladeshi private sectors
and address bilateral economic,
trade, and investment challenges
in the areas of labor rights, the
energy sector, corporate social
responsibility,
and
regional
integration.
The U.S. Chamber strongly
supports the efforts of the U.S.Bangladesh Working Group to
work with government officials
and enhance cooperation with

private sector organizations in
both countries that are committed
to improving the commercial
business
environment
in
Bangladesh. It is in this spirit
that we are pleased to provide
recommendations on policies
that could help strengthen
economic relations between our
two countries.
We want to thank the members
of the U.S.-Bangladesh Working
Group for their insights and
contributions in formulating
these recommendations.
Sincerely,
Tami Overby
Vice President, Asia
International Division
U.S. Chamber of Commerce
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As Bangladesh has grown and
developed in the four decades
since its independence in 1971,
Bangladeshi society and the
U.S.-Bangladesh
relationship
have been transformed. As
Bangladesh
nears
middleincome status, a relationship
once based on aid, humanitarian
help, and remittances now
rests on a foundation of trade
and investment. Bangladeshis
and Americans alike can take
great pride in this record—and
the U.S. private sector believes
that with the right policies, the
achievements of the next 5 years
can match those of the last 40.
Members of the U.S.-Bangladesh
Working Group present this
paper and these ideas in this
spirit, convinced that a stronger
U.S.-Bangladesh relationship can
accomplish the following:
 Help Bangladesh achieve its
national goal to leave “leastdeveloped” country status
behind and emerge as a middleclass society with a diversified
and innovative economy.
 Support American companies
in their search for growth, job
creation, and exports.
 Build capacity in rule of law and
regulatory issues, including
workplace health and safety in
the aftermath of the tragedies
at Tazreen Garments and Rana
Plaza.
 Ensure that America and
Bangladesh,
together,
make their full potential
contributions to the success
and development of both
countries, around the Bay of
Bengal, and around the world.

From 1972 to 2012: A
Relationship Transformed
The U.S.-Bangladesh relationship
marked its 40th anniversary
last year. As recently as the
early 1990s, it was largely a

In contrast, Bangladesh is a growing
market for American products
and a significant destination
for
investment.
Bangladesh’s
businesses, government agencies,
and citizens buy about $500
million worth of U.S. products

relationship based on aid and
remittances. In 1990, Americans
counted only $85 million in
Bangladeshi imports, largely
made up of traditional jute and
other primary products, while
supplying $240 million in relief
and development aid. The
American investment stakes and
export totals were minimal.

annually, ranging from the cotton
and down feathers that serve the
Bangladeshi garment industry
to airplanes, wheat, soybean oil,
and information technology (IT)
goods. And the country is the
site for more than $1 billion in
American direct investment, in
fields ranging from consumer
goods to energy.

A generation later, the relationship
is defined by trade and investment.
The
work
of
Bangladeshi
businesses and seamstresses now
finds a place in nearly every
American home. The American
aid commitment to Bangladesh is
tiny compared with the $5 billion
worth of Bangladesh-made goods
American buy each year. This very
large trade relationship has been
the foundation of Bangladesh’s
growth, which has averaged 6%
per year.

As this relationship has grown,
Bangladesh has provided a
remarkable lesson in successful
development.
The
World
Bank reports that since 1990,
Bangladesh’s rate of deep poverty
has declined from 70% to 40%;
child mortality has fallen from
148 to 52 per 100,000; primary
school completion has risen
from 41% to 61%; and life
expectancy at birth, which has
risen from 54 to 67 years, is now
solidly in the middle-income
range.
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We are confident that within this
decade, Bangladesh can leave
the
least-developed
country
status behind. As the world’s
largest least-developed country,
home to 160 million of the 850
million people living in such
countries, this would be a massive
developmental achievement and
a sign of hope for people all over
the world.

Policy Recommendations
However, for Bangladesh to
achieve its goal of leaving leastdeveloped status, the relationship
must deepen, and policies in both
countries should adapt to the
needs of a more complex economy.
We look to a Bangladesh—not
far in the future, but within
the next five years—in which
governance is more transparent
and capable of ensuring the rule
of law and in which policies are
more open to trade, investment,
and innovation. The two garment
industry tragedies of the last
six months highlight the need
for stronger regulatory systems
as well as upgrades to existing
health and safety policies. And we
look, too, to an American policy
more welcoming to Bangladeshi
products and more systematically
engaged with Bangladeshi officials
and businesses. To this end, we
offer the following suggestions:
Rule of Law and Regulation:
Strengthening the rule of law
and creating a more modernized
and
transparent
regulatory
system is fundamental and
at the heart of most of our
specific recommendations. At
home, stronger regulation and
transparency will support larger
employment in professional fields,
help Bangladesh attract a wider
array of investors, and support the
development of a more diversified

national economy, in which
domestic
consumers,
energy,
services, and exports of a broader
range of industries all support
growth and development. In
particular, it will help ensure that
Bangladesh’s signature industry—
garment
manufacturing
for
export—remains able to support
national growth and employment.
The same point applies to longstanding trade issues vis-à-vis
American businesses. The American
business community stresses the
importance of legal, procedural,
judicial, and institutional reforms
that are critical to strengthening
process efficiencies and contract
enforcement. Our members are
ready to work with government
officials and key stakeholders
to find a path toward resolving
lingering trade disputes that can
unlock the potential for increased
investment
and
trade
with
Bangladesh.
Recommendation:
Outdated
trade disputes should be resolved

to reassure U.S. companies about
the predictability of Bangladesh’s
business environment.
Infrastructure: Infrastructure—
aviation, energy, rail, health care,
water—raises people’s quality of
life, demonstrates government
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accountability,
and
enables
greater efficiency and economic
growth. U.S. companies provide
many of the leading infrastructure
products and services, and they
are committed local players
that provide quality, promote
corporate social responsibility,
transfer technology, and invest
in the community. This U.S.
value proposition, which would
benefit Bangladesh enormously,
can be overlooked if government
procurement systems are not
structured well and managed
appropriately.
Recommendation:
The
Government of Bangladesh
should
ensure
that
its
procurement of infrastructure
recognizes the life cycle cost
advantages
of
high-quality
solutions
and
provides
a
transparent,
fair,
and
expeditious tendering process.
Aviation:
It
is
commonly
understood that a strong aviation
sector not only generates high-

skilled, high-value jobs within
the sector but also fosters tourism,
trade, and overall economic
growth, which can advance
Bangladesh’s “Vision 2021” goal
to become a middle-income
country. It is a capital-intensive
industry, so improving access and
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lowering the cost of financing are
important to enhance the health
of the sector.
Bangladesh has made tremendous
progress in this area by officially
acceding to the Cape Town
Treaty with the “Qualifying
Declarations” under the new
Sector Understanding on Export
Credits for Civil Aircraft (ASU)
and depositing the same with
the International Institute for
the Unification of Private Law
(UNIDROT) in Rome. The Cape
Town Convention and the related
Aircraft Protocol establish an
internationally
agreed-upon
framework for the financing
of
aircraft
equipment.
By
incorporating safeguards for the
protection of debtors, the treaty
removes legal uncertainty, reduces
financing risks, and results in
substantial cost savings for airlines
with respect to their acquisition
of aircraft and aircraft engines,
whether leased or financed.
Upon proper implementation
and Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development
(OECD)
approval
of
the
declarations, there are both shortand long-term benefits. In the
short term, the Export-Import
Bank of the United States would
be permitted to provide airlines in
Bangladesh with a 10% discount on
the exposure fees associated with
their loan guarantees. Over the long
term, it would bring within the
reach of these airlines a wider range
of financing alternatives on more
attractive terms — strengthening
the overall aviation industry, with
potential spillover benefits for other
sectors too.
Recommendation:The
Government
of
Bangladesh
should take the necessary steps to
verify and ensure that the treaty
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has been “laid before Parliament”
for parliamentary discussion—
as required by Article 145A
of the country’s Constitution,
which would confirm that
the treaty has the force of law
in Bangladesh and will take
precedence over provisions of
any act of Parliament in the
event of conflicts with existing
parliamentary legislation.

impact on helping Bangladesh
grow its energy sector, including
through their participation in
consultative processes to help
ensure reasonable fiscal terms that
encourage investment.

Energy: The energy sector is key to
Bangladesh’s national development
and offers the country some of
its most important international
investment opportunities.

the country needs to generate an
additional 7,000 megawatts (MW)
of power by 2015. To facilitate this,
the Bangladesh Power Development
Board (BPDB) should ensure a
level playing field for all original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs)
to participate in all their tenders,
including the NTPC-BPDB 660 MW
super critical equipment tender and
repowering tenders. Notifying rules
against the Bangladesh Arbitration
Act of 2001 would encourage
international OEMs to accept the
arbitration clause with relative
ease, and providing sovereign
guarantee for any independent
power producer (IPP) > 150 MW
would encourage banks, financial
institutions, and export credit
agencies to make debt/equity
investments in the project.

Bangladesh offers opportunities
to U.S. investors in oil and gas
exploration production services.
However, for the energy sector
to reach its potential in the short
term, U.S. companies believe that
Bangladesh’s deepwater terms
need to be improved.
In addition, the government
of Bangladesh should provide
emphasis on the implementation
of gas infrastructure projects
and accelerate both offshore
and onshore bidding processes.
Steam pigging of gas transmission
pipelines and leakage survey of
the entire gas network must be
performed
regularly.
Foreign
investors can have a significant

Domestically, the Government of
Bangladesh actively seeks foreign
investment, particularly in energy
and infrastructure projects, as

In order to provide long-term
sustainable value for energy sector
projects, Bangladesh would benefit
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from
institutionalizing
longterm services with OEMs in the
evaluation criteria. Such benefits
include: lower maintenance cost,
performance
guarantees,
risk
mitigation, and OEM’s global
technology expertise.
Recommendations:
The
government of Bangladesh’s
current effort to modify gas
price and other key terms, for
onshore and deepwater, should
result in flexible, market-based
terms and proceed on schedule
to lead to successful bid rounds
later this year. It is also urged
to institutionalize long-term
services with the OEMs in the
evaluation criteria of tenders
in the power sector, and ensure
that
gas
supply/allocation
agreements with independent
power producers are finalized in
a time-bound manner.
Financial
Services
and
Insurance:
Development
throughout the world requires
high-quality, globally linked, and
competitive financial services
capable of directing capital to
growth industries and helping
families and individuals build
wealth and credit. U.S. financial
services firms are experienced
and well-suited to this role and
can complement local industries
as a source of investment and
expertise.
Insurance is a case in point. As
capital accumulators and longterm investors, insurers stimulate
long-term economic growth. The
collection of life insurance premiums
and pension fund contributions
creates and centralizes large pools of
capital and long-term investments.
Long-term
investments
are
often made in infrastructure and
industrial production, resulting in
a better balance of trade, increased
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employment, social services, and
government revenues. Insurers also
generate jobs and help train people
to fill those jobs. For instance,
insurers develop skilled insurance
professionals and employ young
university graduates.

As a top priority, facilitate a
decision
that
bancassurance
business is permitted under
the act. Bancassurance is a
key distribution channel of
life insurance across all Asian
markets.

In March 2010, the Bangladeshi
government
enacted
the
Insurance
Development
and
Regulatory Authority Act and
the Insurance Act to replace a
patchwork of law and regulation
based on an outdated 1938 law.
The 2010 Insurance Act, however,
contains only a basic legal
framework rather than a detailed
set of policies. Implementation
requires
promulgating
about
50 sets of detailed regulations
and rules, which are essential to
provide insurance protections to
current consumers, provide longterm capital for development
of the country, and improve
the environment for foreign
investors. Publication of the draft
regulations is urgently needed.

Information Technology and
the Internet: Bangladesh is just
beginning to try out the tools
of IT in expanding its business
opportunities and especially its
export presence. The government
sees expansion of IT and telecom
as a high priority. However,
Bangladesh badly needs to align its
regulations with the digital world.
Currently, its foreign regulations
permit businesses to remit funds
abroad for advertising in print and
mass media, but they do not apply
to Internet advertising. Changing
this regulation so that it also covers
Internet advertising would vastly
expand the footprint of startup
businesses in Bangladesh—and
would benefit U.S. businesses that
work with them.

Recommendations: The U.S. and
Bangladeshi governments should
help the Insurance Development
Regulatory Authority (IDRA) build
regulatory capacity to implement
the Insurance Act 2010 and
facilitate engagement of qualified
staff to assist with drafting
and promulgating regulations.

Recommendation:
The
government of Bangladesh
should
extend
rights
for
remitting funds abroad to
Internet advertisers.
Import Tariffs and Regulations:
Bangladesh retains extremely
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high tariffs and supplementary
duties, including on essential
personal
health,
hygiene,
and grooming products like
shampoos, toothbrushes, sanitary
napkins, and baby diapers. Rates
are significantly higher than
those of Bangladesh’s neighbors
and other developing countries
in Asia, making expansion of
international consumer businesses
difficult, diminishing family living
standards, and reducing potential
tax revenue for the Bangladeshi
government, as excessive rates act
more as the equivalent of trade
bans than of taxes. Compliance
with Bangladesh Standard and
Testing Institute (BSTI) testing
requirements is also exceptionally
difficult.
Technically,
each

container of designated products
requires testing, a costly and
time-consuming process that can
take up to 10 days for every order
shipped.
A
Bangladeshi
government
directive issued in 1998 states that
“no medicine can be imported
from abroad which are produced
sufficiently locally by the Ministry
of Health and Family Welfare.” The
local manufacturing requirement
of this directive is discriminatory
and raises national treatment
concerns under Article III of the
General Agreement on Tariffs

and Trade (GATT) of 1994 that
will have lasting implications for
market access and patient health
in Bangladesh.
Recommendations:
The
government of Bangladesh should
reduce tariffs to regional standards
and
adopt
internationally
accepted testing procedures for
imported products. To prevent
import restrictions on innovative
medicines and to comply with
international trade standards, it
is imperative that a solution is
reached to allow all legitimate
high-quality pharmaceuticals to
be imported into Bangladesh.
Garment
Industry
Bangladesh’s garment

Safety:
industry

is second only to China’s in the
volume of its exports, though
a significantly larger share of
its production is exported to
Europe than to the United States.
This industry plays a key role in
Bangladesh by providing jobs and
income to the country’s economy.
As Bangladesh seeks to broaden
and diversify its economy, it will
be critical for the garment industry
to remain a strong and stabilizing
force. The recent tragic events at
Tazreen and Rana Plaza, and the fact
that more than 600 garment workers
in Bangladesh have died in factory
fires since 2006, highlight serious
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and prevalent workplace safety
issues that must be resolved for this
industry to continue to thrive. U.S.
purchasers of Bangladeshi garments
have announced their support for
institutions and initiatives intended
to strengthen workplace safety, but
the private sector will be unable to
address these deficiencies adequately
without strong leadership from the
Bangladeshi government.
Recommendation:
The
U.S.
and Bangladeshi governments
should support the national
program
of
upgrading
workplace health and safety
laws and implementation, in
collaboration with the national
and local governments, garment
manufacturers, the International
Labor Organization, and other
stakeholders.
Bilateral
Trade:
The
U.S.
administration is considering a
petition to end Bangladesh’s trade
benefits under the Generalized
System of Preferences (GSP).
GSP affords limited benefits to
Bangladesh, given the narrow
range of products that qualify for
duty-free access to the U.S. market
under the program. Out of about
$5 billion in Bangladeshi exports
to the United States, only about
$35 million is covered by GSP.
Importantly, textiles and apparel
are not included. Because of
this, U.S. tariffs on Bangladeshi
imports average 15% and in
recent years have yielded the U.S.
Treasury more than $720 million
a year. These tariffs are 12 times
the rate levied on goods imported
from the European Union and
150 times the rate levied on goods
from Saudi Arabia and Venezuela.
Revoking
Bangladesh’s
GSP
benefits should not be mistaken
for a cure for the safety problems
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affecting that country’s garment
industry. Indeed, ending these
trade preferences would have no
impact whatsoever on the apparel
industry. Suggesting that there is a
direct connection only muddies the
important policy debate relating to
working conditions and safety.
Rather, recent history in Bangladesh
confirms
that
international
trade is a key ingredient in a
successful development strategy.
As noted above, developing export
opportunities has helped Bangladesh
boost per capita GDP threefold,
reduce infant mortality by about
three-quarters, and cut poverty
nearly in half. The employment
generated by the apparel sector
has proven especially beneficial to
women, who make up make up
more than 80% of garment workers.
Recommendation: Measures to
expand trade with Bangladesh
are far more likely to bring
positive change to its citizens
than are measures to constrict
trade. Policymakers must keep
these considerations in mind
even as they work with the
private sector to address urgent
concerns relating to labor
conditions and safety in the
garment industry.

Engagement and Procedural
Recommendations
In tandem with these policy
reforms, we look to the U.S.
and Bangladeshi governments
and business communities to
upgrade and institutionalize their
dialogues. To this end, we make
the following recommendations:
 Launching U.S.-Bangladesh
Private Sector Forum: U.S.
and
Bangladeshi
business
leaders should meet and confer
annually to assess the state
of the relationship, identify
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problems that can be solved by
government reform or privatesector cooperation and also
areas of potential cooperation,
and make recommendations to
governments. Members of the
Chamber’s
U.S.-Bangladesh
Working Group appreciate
efforts to launch the U.S.Bangladesh
Private
Sector
Forum on the sidelines of the
U.S.-Bangladesh
Partnership
Dialogue in Dhaka. The
Working Group urges both
governments
to
formally

as the forum to address specific
trade issues, barriers, and
problems, and, in turn, help
both governments formulate
a longer term vision for the
future of the U.S.-Bangladesh
commercial relationship.

establish the U.S.-Bangladesh
Private Sector Forum as part
of the high-level dialogue
between the two countries,
which can help promote
cooperation
and
address
bilateral economic, trade, and
investment challenges.

governments should assess
opportunities to use this
geographical
status
to
encourage regional economic
integration, avert potential
friction over resources and
shipping, and ensure that the
community of nations around
the Bay of Bengal achieves its
full potential.

 Conclusion
of
TICFA
Negotiations: The U.S. and
Bangladeshi
governments
should conclude the Trade
and Investment Cooperation
Framework
Agreement
(TICFA),
establishing
a
similar
regular
discussion
forum to assess the bilateral
relationship and possibilities
for collaboration in regional
trade integration and at the
World Trade Organization
(WTO). The TICFA could serve

Regional Economic Development:
Bangladesh is at the juncture
of the rapidly growing U.S.India trade and investment
relationship and the newly
reopened
U.S.-Myanmar
relationship.
The
two

Benchmarks for Tracking
Progress: The initial meeting
of
the
U.S.-Bangladesh
Private Sector Forum, and
of the TICFA Council when
concluded, should develop
a set of benchmarks against
which to measure progress on
regulatory reforms and the
growth of the relationship as
a whole.

